
 

Toxic chemical cocktails: scientists want
safety overhaul
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The hazard symbol for carcinogenic chemicals in the Globally Harmonized
System. Image via Wikipedia.

People and wildlife risk more harm from chemical mixtures than from
separate exposure to the same chemicals, mounting scientific evidence
shows.

From plastic floors and food packaging to flame-retardant furniture,
every day, we're exposed to complex mixes of hundreds or even
thousands of chemicals.

Regulators believe that if each chemical in the mix meets safety levels,
the toxicity risk from chemical mixtures is negligible.
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But growing evidence now shows that this belief may be fantasy. Tests
on mixtures of chemicals at concentrations within safety levels set by
European water quality legislation showed effects on microalgae, water
fleas, fish and frog embryos.

"An increasing body of science shows a neglect of mixture effects can
cause chemical risks to be underestimated," said Professor Andreas
Kortenkamp, the leading toxicologist at Brunel University London.

There is currently no protection against mixture risks produced jointly
by chemicals from different regulatory sectors, such as pesticides,
together with food contaminants, industrial chemicals and cosmetics.
Prof Kortenkamp wants regulators worldwide to include mixtures in risk
assessments.

"Clearly mixture risk assessment is needed for better protection of
humans and the environment," he said.

In Europe, different chemical safety limits are set in different chemical
regulations. Household, industrial cosmetics and food all have their own
safety limits, which is where joined-up regulation to safeguard against
risks from chemical cocktails hits a wall. This can only be fixed with
several interlocking policies, says Prof Kortenkamp.

"Without explicit legal mandates for considering mixture effects,
nothing will move forward." The first step, he suggests, is to bring
mixture risk assessment into all strands of regulations such as ones for
food, soil, air, water and food. "This would bring regulation in line with
the real world, where all kinds of chemicals arrive together in our bodies
and the environment."

However, working out proper protection against mixture risks will take
time. As an intermediate step, the safety limits for all industrial
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chemicals could be lowered by a factor of 10, as suggested by some
European Authorities, most recently from The Netherlands. This would
help to reduce risks from combined exposures to multiple chemicals.

  More information: Andreas Kortenkamp et al. Regulate to reduce
chemical mixture risk, Science (2018). DOI: 10.1126/science.aat9219
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